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• Serengeti Fire Project – Colin Beale, Gareth Hempson,

Sally Archibald, James Probert, Catherine Parr, 

Colin Courtney Mustaphi, Tom Morrison,  Dan 

Griffith, Mike Anderson – WFU, Rico Holdo – MSU

• Stephanie Eby, Amit Agrawal, Vishwesha Guttal

• 1) Brief overview of fire in Serengeti

• 2) Two types of model for fire, woodland, grassland, 

herbivore interactions

• 3) Do we see a ‘spatial signature’ of multiple stable 

states?



Animation: Interaction between grass growth, measured by NDVI, 
and fire in Serengeti (Dan Griffith –WFU)

Introduction: What Drives Tree Dynamics in Serengeti?



Grass fires prevent regeneration below 2 m height



Repeated burning prevents regeneration and produces

a distorted age structure of old trees



Wildebeest grazing reduces grass fuel and area burnt



Rinderpest and wildebeest…

Plus – series of annual photographs of tree and grass cover since 1960’s…
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SERENGETI TREE DENSITY

Instantaneous rate of change in tree density 

negative 1920s-1960s, then increases rapidly

in 1980s, 1990s following wildebeest



1) STATE-SPACE MODEL 

Initial exploration of patterns in long term data from Serengeti

Designed to unravel the key interactions between different species

Holdo etal , PLOS Biology



State-space model fits to the data for the best model. a, Elephants, b, Wildebeest, and c, Proportion of 

SNP burned.  Shown are observations (●), posterior means of estimated true values (solid line), and 95% 

credible intervals for the posterior distributions (shaded area).  Standard errors for the observed values are 

shown for the wildebeest data. d, Annualized rates of tree cover change (r), centred on the midpoints of each 

time span (e.g., a value of r based on photos taken in 1980 and 1990 is centred on 1985).  Correlations among 

points (corresponding to photo sites) are not shown for legibility, except for two sites: (blue and red solid lines 

= data; dashed lines = model fit). 



Inferred causal relationships driving tree dynamics in the Serengeti.  

The dominant effects are shown with thick arrows.  

Highlighted in red is a four-step pathway of causality linking rinderpest 

with tree population dynamics.  

The grass compartment, as an unobserved variable, is shown in dotted outline.
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2) Structure of basic fire model 
Like an SIR infectious disease model, 
but with two ‘I’ stages

Assume we’re dealing with a fixed area – say 100, or 1000 patches
this will give % tree cover and grass cover as variable

Could add in ‘dead ground’ after hot burn – recovery of mycorhizza
Five coupled differential equations – which may reduce to four.
Can use Gillespie algorithm to create stochastic version
Initially constant L,M,H herbivores, but could make a variable
Rainfall impacts grass (and tree?) growth 



Earlier work showed the huge potential for these systems to have multiple stable states



Short grass Long Grass Trees

Fire - small Hot fire - large

Structure of expanded basic fire model 

Assume we’re dealing with a fixed area – say 100, or 1000 patches
this will give % tree cover and grass cover as variable

Could add in ‘dead ground’ after hot burn – recovery of mycorhizza
Six coupled differential equations – which may reduce to four.
Can use Gillespie algorithm to create stochastic version
Constant L,M,H herbivores, but could make a variable or two types?
Rainfall impacts grass (and tree?) growth 

Rain

Herbivores

Dead groundFast (days)



Five equations – n parameters



Fire equations

Fire acts more like a ‘dimensionless virus’, than a herbivore….,

and in some ways it’s a ‘mild virus’ that generates a ‘virulent virus’ 



Now modified to now include

‘Gullivers’ and trees

Gullivers die in hot fires



• Plant community dynamics and fires

Basic model output - 1.5 million wildebeest fire interval 4 years

Note fast then slow dynamic changes in plant community and fires



Reduce Wildebeest abundance to 500 thousand.

Slow dynamics significantly slower…..



• Section across range of wildebeest abundance

Equilibrium at 100 years…in dry climate 350 mm rain / year



• Are transitions to multiple stable states 

signaled by increase in variance??



• Are transitions to multiple stable states 

signaled by increase in variance??



Indicators of grassland to woodland transitions along a spatial gradient in a savanna 

ecosystem.  Stephanie Eby, Amit Agrawal, Andrew P. Dobson, Vishwesha Guttalc,  Journal of Ecology (in 

press). 

Transect 8

Transect 5



Animation: Interaction between grass growth, measured by NDVI, 
and fire in Serengeti (Dan Griffith –WFU)

Introduction: What Drives Tree Dynamics in Serengeti?



Rainfall and grass cover along 

two sections (S>N & C-W)

Naabi  Ikorongo Moru Kopjes       Maswa

Indicators of grassland to woodland transitions along a spatial gradient in a savanna 

ecosystem.  Stephanie Eby, Amit Agrawal, Andrew P. Dobson, Vishwesha Guttalc,  

Journal of Ecology (in press). 



Not a simple relationship between rainfall 

and grassland-woodland transition



Does spatial variance delineate 

transition zone??



Other measures of spatial variability



Conclusions

• Fire plays a crucial role in grassland-

woodland transition – BUT – it interacts 

with rainfall, soil, and grazing levels

• Mechanistic model would provide key 

insights for testing different management 

strategies for different areas of the park

• Spatial variance in habitat structure may 

provide information about habitat 

transitions......(not just fire associated).



Serengeti as Carbon sink…

• The 2.5 million wildebeest, zebra and gazelles 
remove at least 50% of the 100-200 g/m2 of 
plant material each year.

• The poop and beetles return this to the soil

• Fire suppression allows woodland to recover, 
trees are carbon…

• How much C does this store 50?, 100?, 200? 
500? Mg/km2/year??



Holdo et al, PLOS Biology

Simulated shifts in ecosystem C balance. a, Simulated trajectory of woody 

biomass C in the Serengeti ecosystem between 1960-2003; b, Simulated changes 

(as 5-year moving averages) in ecosystem C balance (total, tree biomass C, and SOC 

changes driven by fire and grazing) and annualized decadal net changes in total 

ecosystem C balance (means ± 95 CIs); the temporary shift from net sink to source 

predicted by our simulation in 2000 was driven by drought and the resulting overgrazing. 

Carbon stored in Serengeti trees



Thank you!




